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Abstract—This study discovers a novel framework of individual level technology adoption known as I-P (Individual- Privacy) towards health information application in Smart National Identity Card. Many countries introduced smart national identity card (SNIC) with various applications such as health information application embedded inside it. However, the degree to which citizens accept and use some of the embedded applications in smart national identity remains unknown to many governments and application providers as well. Moreover, the factors of trust, perceived risk, Privacy concern and perceived credibility need to be incorporated into more comprehensive models such as extended Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology known as UTAUT2. UTAUT2 is a mainly widespread and leading theory up to now. This research identifies factors affecting the citizens’ behavioural intention to use health information application embedded in SNIC and extends better understanding on the relevant factors that the government and the application providers would need to consider in predicting citizens’ new technology acceptance in the future. We propose a conceptual framework by combining the UTAUT2 and Privacy Calculus Model constructs and also adding perceived credibility as a new variable. The proposed framework may provide assistance to any government planning, decision, and policy makers involving e-government projects. Empirical study may be conducted in the future to provide proof and empirically validate this I-P framework.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Smart Card can be defined as a normal plastic card that has processor and memory chip integrated inside it in order to operate certain functions. In addition to that, a smart card has an encryption feature to store much more data, process transactions and is more secure than single-function cards and magnetic strips cards. Furthermore, smart cards are portable and provide maximum security for its owners. Hence, the factors that make it more beneficial include: the portability, intelligence, and its compatibility with other devices [1]. If we randomly look at in a person’s wallet, there can be numerous different cards, for instance: national identity card, driving license, ATM card, and transportation card. These cards or documents can be replaced with one smart national identity card which may securely keep data much better than non-smart or paper based cards. Basically, smart cards are changing the contents of our wallets day by day [2].

According to the current literature, health information can be stored in smart national identity cards, for instance, SNIC stores emergency data, thus allowing for immediate and accurate diagnosis of disease. The card is also positioned as a national health card comprising personalized medical emergency data such as allergies, blood type, organ implants, chronic diseases and information on beneficiary or next-of-kin [3]. In many circumstances, patients are admitted to hospitals in a condition which is not suitable to tell their important medical histories. Urgent medical information stored in a smart national identity card can be utilized to urgently treat the patient, particularly in paramedic cases where patient’s data cannot be accessed fully from the hospital system and also picture on the SNIC could provide a dual verification for identification reason [4].

Following the global trend towards smart card implementation, many countries in Asia, Western Europe and the Middle East have begun introducing multipurpose smart identity card for instance, Malaysia[3]. Malaysia implemented SNIC known as “MyKad” with different applications embedded inside it [5]. From the study perspective, even though the government had achieved in persuading the Malaysian citizens to apply for SNIC, the degree that Malaysian citizens use and accept some of the SNIC applications remains undiscovered [3]. The public should be convinced on how an all-in-one function card will benefit them and how it can be used to identify genuine medical information of the citizens.

Smart National Identity Card (SNIC) is a plastic card with an embedded microchip and dimensions of a standard credit card. The memory capacity is 64 kilobytes which allowed more applications to be added into the card. The M-COS operating system enables different applications to be stored separately in the chip and prevents unauthorized access. MyKad utilizes biometric technology with fingerprints being encrypted in its chip [6].

According to the CEO of Multimedia Development Corporation (MDeC) [7], more than 50 applications with various functions embedded inside MyKad and these include: driving license, national identity card (NIC), health information, passport information, electronic purse, automated
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teller machine (ATM) access, transit application on known as “Touch ‘n Go”, public key infrastructure and frequent teller card [8]. The cards have become an important part of their lives without notice and there is no feedback on the acceptance, efficiency and the effectiveness of some of these applications [5]. Moreover, there are many people that are not aware of that they can use their smart national identity card to get medical services. They don’t know how it works and how useful it is while privacy and security are the two factors that the citizens are worried [9]. By investigating the determinants of smart national identity card applications adoption, recommendations can be developed to address the factors that hinder adoption and to leverage on the factors that increase adoption.

The work [10] presents the earliest examiners that studied the general feelings of Malaysian citizens towards MyKad. Malaysian citizens may think that the acceptance of MyKad has enhanced the efficiency and effectiveness of governmental sectors, e.g. hospitals [3]. However, the citizens’ acceptability of health information application embedded in multipurpose smart national identity card remains unknown to the Malaysian government and the application providers as well. This shows the knowledge gap that can result research attention.

Therefore, the aim of this research is to examine the citizens’ acceptability of health information application embedded in SNIC and develop a macro technology acceptance framework with a new concept that combines individual (I) and Privacy (P) factors, named as I-P. This work enriches to the current literature of individual level technology adoption with the discovery of new comprehensive model of I-P that combines UTAUT2 and Privacy Calculus factors and also adds a new variable (i.e. Perceived credibility). The study investigates the interrelationships between individual level technology adoption, privacy concern, privacy risk, trust and perceived credibility factors towards health information application in SNIC adoption.

The sections of this paper are organized as follows: the upcoming section analyses related literatures on e-health application in SNIC along with the gaps and the next section discusses the extended Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT2) and privacy calculus models to develop and present I-P conceptual framework depicting citizens’ acceptability of health information application embedded in SNIC. Lastly, the manuscript introduces a concise summary and chances for future study.

II. RELATED LITERATURE WORK

Managing the patient record through an integrated information system has been a great concern for the researchers and practitioners during the past decades; many attempts took place during the past few years to fully computerize the management of patient health record. The aim behind these attempts was to make the patient's health record available across a network to hospitals, surgeries, billing agencies, and health insurance companies. However, with the increasing demand of providing access to the patient's record anytime, anywhere, and as quickly as possible the e-health information in smart national identity cards is most probably the best solution. The health information application in smart national identity card provides number of benefits such as easy mobility, and storing a great amount of data and information related to the patient. Because of the processing capabilities of the smart card, the development of active programs is effectively designed to manage the patient record [11]. Smart cards are more appropriate to employ in health care applications as they are more cheap, simple to use, update with new information and carry and must not get damaged simply [12]. Patients would be able to carry this pocket-sized card around easily. The retrieval of health information will be more efficient and will facilitate better care. Immediate access to patient medical history in an emergency situation will expedite management which can even save lives.

With such innovation, information loss is minimized, and less storage space is required compared to the space required for hard copies of patient records. A smart card would also be more environmentally friendly as less paper will be required. In the long-term, the use of a health information application in smart national identity card to store, transfer and exchange health information can be expected to improve communication between healthcare providers. This will also have an important impact on the quality of healthcare and a reduction in healthcare budget [13].

Based on a study conducted by [14], the implementation of smart cards in some countries has often been linked to the requirements of a national insurance system, such as in Taiwan where the Bureau of National Health Insurance issued health smart cards in 2004. Consequently, the key areas for e-health should be to provide prompt, accurate and complete information about a patient that can be easily shared between healthcare providers. Therefore, consideration of health information application in smart national identity cards that carry vital patient medical information in the form of a credit card or use of the Malaysian multipurpose smart identity card (MyKad) can fill this gap but, Security and confidentiality are expected to be of primary concern to patients [13].

UTAUT2 was applied as the underlying theory for most of the earlier studies. The constructs of privacy concern, trust, perceived risk, and perceived credibility need to be incorporated into more comprehensive models [30], most of the previous studies investigated the role of trust in e-commerce while there is a research gap of investigating the role of trust, perceived credibility, privacy concern and perceived risk in e-government adoption [15] such as SNIC. Therefore, the interrelationship between UTAUT2’s core factors and privacy calculus model factors has yet to be validated in the context of smart national identity card health information application adoption.

III. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

A. Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT)

UTAUT was developed by [16] to establish a unified theoretical model that clarifies individual intentions to use information technology. UTAUT combines similarities and
differences of elements from the following eight earlier theories on technology acceptance: Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) [17], Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) [17], Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) [18], Motivational Model [94], Combination TAM and TPB [19], Diffusion of Innovation Theory [20], Model of Personal Computer Utilization [21] and Social Cognitive Theory [22]. UTAUT is the mainly widespread and leading theory existing in the information system literature up to now [23]. With the formulation of the UTAUT model, researchers identified an extensive enhancement over any of the unique eight models and their extensions and these counts for variance of 70% adjusted R2 in using intention [3]. UTAUT theorizes the following four constructs which are directly determining the individual’s acceptance and usage behavior: Performance Expectancy, Social Influence, Facilitating Conditions, Effort Expectancy and it describes how personal differences affect technology acceptance. The association between these constructs can be moderated by user’s gender, age, experience and voluntariness of technology use.

However, the expanded UTAUT model was combined with new constructs that results the UTAUT2 model and it was also empirically assessed to guarantee its validity. UTAUT2 enables to explore behavioral use for individual consumer technology such as mobile internet consumers [24]. UTAUT2 incorporates hedonic motivation, price value and individual habit to the earlier UTAUT in order to apply to it in the context of consumer usage while the important objectives of expanding it are to: (1) examine the relevant factors from previous studies on both general acceptance and usage of technology, and user acceptance and use of technology as well, (2) change several of the current relationships of UTAUT original formation, and (3) set up novel relationships.

Moreover, facilitating conditions also directly influence user’s behavioral intention to accept a technology which was found to only influence user actual use of technology behavior in previous UTAUT [24]. Thirteen studies [25]-[27], [23], [3] on the adoption of e-government studies have somewhat or completely applied UTAUT as basis theoretical framework [15]. This model was employed for investigating an e-tax filing software adoption in the United States of America [28].

Furthermore, UTAUT was used to study the identifiers of usage behavior of data kiosk by gathering information from the Taiwanese respondents [29]. By applying this model, [3] investigated the adoption of ATM application embedded in MyKad in the Malaysian perspectives. Most of the researches applying this model have received a higher number of welcome regarding the factors to identify the intention to accept the e-government applications. Both theories also emphasize the internal motivations of individual user that affects the technology use. The constructs of UTUAT2 are directly applicable to the adoption of health information application in SNIC as the origin UTUAT’s construct were applied in prior research into some of the SNIC embedded applications.

B. Privacy Calculus Model (PCM)

The Privacy calculus model was introduced by [30] and their model empirically investigates the instantaneous affect of an individual perception such as privacy risk, privacy concern and institutional trust, all related with facilitating or reducing the intention to do online transaction. Privacy and the self-disclosure of private information are viewed from an economic angle in the theory of privacy calculus. There are many researches on the privacy calculus which users will search for revealing a particular data on them to gain some advantages [31].

A study by [31] defines privacy risk as the degree to which an individual think that a high possible for loss is related with the revealing of person’s data to a corporation. In the privacy literature, privacy risk has been considered as one dimensional construct which evaluates possible loss of control over individual’s data [30]. Previous privacy work has classified sources of institutional opportunistic behavior, such as insider expose or illegal theft and access [32], and promoting individual’s information to, or revealing data with third parties, financial organizations [33], or governmental institutions [34]. Several health information system researches identified that the key risk from citizens’ view is security and privacy risks [35]. Patients are concerned that their information may fall into the wrong hands, or be used inappropriately [36]. Risk is a factor that clearly would reduce the potential user’s interest in using health information application [35], and so would reduce the likelihood that the potential user intends to adopt the health information application in SNIC.

Institutional Trust is another factor considered in Privacy Calculus Model and it points to a personal perception of the institutional surroundings, such as the policy and structure which formulate surroundings feel protected [37]. It is a multidimensional factor consists of reliability, competence and safety trusting beliefs [30]. Health research recommends that individuals require additional control if data is to be applied for research that generates profits [38] and desires to propose permission even if their data is to be accessed secretly by third parties [39]. Propensity to trust is termed as individual’s common propensity to trust others. It consists of two ideas: belief in trusting attitude and humanity. Belief in humanity supposes others are dependable and good natured [30]. Propensity to trust is also known as trust based on personality as it points to an individual’s overall tendency to trust or not believing to others [40], [41]. This disposition is particularly essential in the starting stage of an association [42], [43]. Privacy Concern measures the anticipation of a possible future loss of privacy [30]. With respect to personal medical information, the privacy debate has escalated considerably. The implications of using e-health records to administer patient caring and the privacy concern which will emerge as a consequence of such acceptance had been identified from the literature review of health informatics [44], [45]. Many researches on e-health used this model and its constructs are applicable to this work.
C.I-P Framework

UTAUT2 and Privacy Calculus model have been studied by different settings and methods and their constructs have proved to be important to technology adoption, privacy; risk and trust researches. Integrating the constructs of these models provides a comprehensive explanation of the citizens’ acceptance, trust, privacy and risk towards e-government technologies such as the acceptance of SNIC applications.

The four constructs of UTAUT are directly relevant to the adoption of SNIC health information application as these constructs were used in prior research into MyKad IC, ATM, and transportation card applications [3], [5], [46].

Moreover, the focal point in previous researches about the UTAUT2 has been on validation, adding new extra variables for extension purpose, and integrating with other theoretical models along with identification of new relationships from other models with key UTAUT2 variables. The factors privacy concern, perceived credibility, perceived risk and trust were ignored in the novel UTAUT2 [47], [48]. Over the earlier twenty years, researchers [49]-[51] have rigorously and empirically investigated the influence of perceived risk and trust on the TAM’s main constructs. Hence, we concluded it to be vital to perform an empirical research to investigate the associations among perceived credibility, trust, perceived risk, privacy concern, and the main constructs of the UTAUT2 model.

With the SNIC health information application as the main domain in our research, the focus is to identify the precise impacts of perceived credibility, privacy concern, perceived risk and trust on the main factors of the UTAUT2 model, and thereby authenticating an extended UTAUT2 in an innovative context by answering the following research questions:

a) How do perceived credibility, privacy concern, perceived risk and trust act on the UTAUT2’s core constructs?

b) Can the UTAUT2 be applied to the adoption of smart national identity card health information application?

There are few studies that investigated the role of trust, privacy, security and risk in e-government adoption research because there are not part of any one of the IT adoption models but such factors are significant in e-government studies [15]. There are high number of such studies using trust [52], [28], [53] privacy or security [25], [54]-[56], risk [57]-[61] and Perceived Credibility [46] as independent factors used along the well-known models of adoption and diffusion. The analysis reveals that although all other relationships have been empirically explored in some or the other studies but privacy and security have not been much examined.

Therefore integrating institutional trust, privacy concern, perceived credibility and perceived risk constructs in e-government adoption models such as UTAUT2 is crucial and this gap was supported by the study conducted by [62] in which they stated that the combination of the behavioral, trust and risk dimensions to examine the factors that influence new technology acceptance was not investigated yet. They proposed trust and risk factors to be included in technology acceptance models such as UTAUT. Moreover, according to another study done by [63], SNIC have negative impact on privacy and civil rights as well as security concerns which deserves an exploration on the privacy and trust constructs towards citizens acceptance of SNIC applications. Hence, the privacy calculus model constructs will be incorporated into our research frame work in order to break the stated gap in e-government research.

Along with the constructs from the technology adoption models, author will also include four other relevant adapted constructs such as: institutional trust [30], [62], [57], Perceived Credibility [46], perceived risk [30], [57] and privacy concern [30]. The new constructs added to UTAUT2 may increase the explanatory power of the model. The moderating variables to be considered include: Age [24], Gender [65], and Experience Level [66]. The dependent variable is the behavioral intention to use SNIC health information application [24]. After the study of the constructs, we formulated a research framework with a combined constructs from individual level technology adoption and Privacy models and perceived credibility as a new variable.

The dash line indicates new relation that needs to be tested in UTAUT2 context while the straight line is showing non-hypothesis tested relationships of UTAUT2.

Finally, the research framework provides more comprehensive views of the acceptability of SNIC health information applications and this will be a better guideline and framework for the governments and application providers as well. SNIC will be used if citizens trust its security and privacy features and this can be a success factor for the citizens’ acceptability of the other embedded applications in SNIC [46]. The outcomes, contributions and recommendations from this research may be utilized by any governmental planning and development institutions for implementing health information application integrated in any smart national identity card. Furthermore, it can support policy and decision makers to direct the applications incorporated in SNIC. Hence, the research framework for this study is shown in Fig. 1 and the operational definitions of the constructs will be explained in the following sections.

D. Dependent Variable

The dependent variable for this study is the user’s behavioral intention to use or reject a technology such as health information application in SNIC [16], [24], [67], [68]. Users’ acceptance was studied by intention to use in the current work since it has been established to be extremely applicable in forecasting technology adoption for present consumers [69]. Intention to use can be defined as citizens’ intention and prediction to smart national identity card health information application’s usage and this is the similar description presented in UTAUT model [24]. The citizen’s intention to this application is believed to be influenced by independent variables in this study.

E. Independent Variable

The independent variables for this study are related with two aspects known as technology adoption and privacy, security, risk and trust issues towards technology acceptance. Facilitating condition, effort expectancy, performance
expectancy, social influence, habit, hedonic motivation and price value are hypothesized to affect behavioral intention to a technology usage [24], while integrating perceived credibility, perceived risk, privacy concern and institutional trust construct in order to increase its explanatory power. Definition of the hypothesis that relate the independent variables with dependent variables of citizens’ intention to use SNIC health information application are discussed in the following sections.

Fig. 1 I-P Conceptual Framework of health information application in SNIC adoption

IV. PRIVACY CALCULUS CONTEXT FACTORS: PERCEIVED RISK, INSTITUTIONAL TRUST, PRIVACY CONCERN AND PERCEIVED CREDIBILITY

A. Perceived Risk

The perceived risk is the unfavorable and uncertainty outcomes related with consumers’ anticipation [70]. Perceived risk is the citizen’s individual anticipation of suffering a loss in search for a preferred result [57] and [71].

However, [70] shows the earliest researcher to put concentration on the perceived risk construct when he stated that user behavior include risk since the outcome of using the product could not be expected with confidence, and which some outcomes of using the product are possibly to be unlikable. Perceived risk go through the adoption/buying choice when situations of the judgment result manner of discomfort, uncertainty or anxiety conflict stimulated in the user concern and emotional distress approach of ambiguity, pain as a result of cognitive dissonance and anxiety [72]. Cognitive dissonance occurs from the product evaluation as having attractive advantages but probable costs such as rewards but also immeasurable threats. This felt integration of ambiguity (possibility of loss) and danger (price of loss) forms the construct perceived risk.

Several health information system researches identified that the key risk from citizens’ view is security and privacy risks [35]. Patients are concerned that their information may fall into the wrong hands, or be used inappropriately [38], [36]. Unlike financial situations where data are lost and the institution can issue new accounts, cards, and cheques. Health data cannot be reset in the same way and so has a more rigorous requirement on data security and privacy. Several empirical studies have demonstrated that risk is a direct factor in the adoption of technology, with high risk systems being less likely to be adopted [73]. Risk is a factor that clearly would reduce the potential user’s interest in using health information application [35], and so would reduce the likelihood that the potential user intends to adopt the health information application in SNIC.
B. Institutional Trust

Trust can be defined as the eagerness of a party to be susceptible to the dealings of another party based on the anticipation that the other will execute a particular task essential to the trustor, irrespective of the capability to control or screen that additional party [74]. More recent information system research has highlighted belief in technology where the trustee is a technical artefact for instance, an information system or a recommendation agent [75], [74]. Trust in this context is defined likewise to interpersonal trust in that it reveals the eagerness of the trustee to behaviorally depend on a part of application e.g., a statistical system to perform an activity [76].

Institution based trust is a person’s perceptions of the institutional environment, including the structures and policies which create an environment feel protected [57], [37]. In the context of this study, trust is defined as a collection of three perceptions that reflect confidence in which health information stored in smart national identity card will not be used opportunistically and it is a confidence perception which may completely affect eagerness to reveal individual data. These values consist of reliability, competence and safety [30]. Competence points to the capability of the trustee to have the essential knowledge to do the expected behavior by the trustor. Reliability clusters with integrity and it is the consistency between words and actions. Safety is the extent of confidence that data given to the trustee will be kept safe or held in confidence [30].

Trust that health information application in SNIC is reliable and safe for storing health information and this information will be handled in a competent fashion which should increase the willingness of citizens to use health information application [30]. Therefore, the focus of our study on this construct (Institutional Trust) is the Citizens’ specific trust in the context of the use of health information application in SNIC.

C. Privacy Concern

Privacy Concern measures the expectation of a probable future privacy loss [30]. Privacy concern comprises compilation, illegal access, secondary use and errors [56]. Privacy concern has important influence on user acceptance of online healthcare services [64] and e-health records [77]. The traits of digital data in general and e-health records in particular are such that there is unpredicted increase in the likelihood of privacy breaches and mistreat of data. With respect to personal medical information, the privacy debate has escalated considerably. The implications of using e-health records to administer patient caring and the privacy concerns which will surface as a consequence of such usage have been identified in the health informatics literature [44]. To the degree which people have stronger privacy concerns on their health information, their view towards the use SNIC health information application should be more negative [78].

D. Perceived Credibility

Perceived credibility evaluates privacy and security worry related with the technology usage [79]-[81], [16]. In this research, perceived credibility measures the privacy and security of consumers towards health information application in SNIC usage i.e. the card is secure due to its biometric and chip features; thus, it is difficult to forge. In addition, privacy include unauthorized person getting access to personal information in the card and government abusing its right to keep track of citizens. The work of [82] identified that intention of using SNIC is positively related with perceived credibility.


A. Performance Expectancy

In order to operationalize and explain the formation research framework, we studied the past researches about UTAUT2. Based on [24], performance expectancy (PE) is the degree to which using smart national identity card health information application will present benefits to the Citizens’ in enhancing trustworthiness of individual health data, enables faster authentication, offers convenience, reduces identity theft, and fits well into everyday life.

B. Social Influence

Social influence is the degree that acceptance of technology by the users is acknowledged by his/her social circles [83]. It is referred to as subjective norm in Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) and Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) [24]. In this study, social influence is the extent to which Citizens identify the essential of others for instance: Malaysian citizens, peer groups and government to believe they must use smart national identity card health information application.

C. Facilitating Condition

Facilitating conditions refers to the existence of organizational and technical infrastructure in support of an individual’s adoption of technology [84], [5], [16], and [85]. In this context, facilitating conditions are the citizens’ view about the accessibility of physical and technological resources in every organization which may support citizens to use SNIC applications, for instance health information application integrated in SNIC, the conditions to use governmental and private institution services, the support from the health division and safety of information privacy.

D. Effort Expectancy

The use of e-health technology is positively affected by effort expectancy [93]. Based on [24]; effort expectancy is the extent of ease associated with the use of health information application in SNIC.

E. Habit

Habit has been described as the degree to which citizens inclined to execute involuntarily behaviors as of knowledge [24], [86], while Kim et al. [87] associated habit with automaticity. Even though described quite alike, habit has
been defined in two different views: firstly, habit is considered as earlier behavior [87]; and second, habit is assessed as a degree that the consumers believe the behavior to be automatic [86]. For example, after an comprehensive time of using smart national identity card health information application for hospital visit, a citizen may have introduced a positive vision toward the technology (e.g., acceptance of SNIC applications) and an associated behavioral intention (e.g., I will use SNIC health information application during hospital visit). This intention is therefore saved in the mindful mental of the user. Hence, stronger habit will result to an embedded intention that in turn will affect behaviour [24].

**F. Hedonic Motivation**

Hedonic motivation is one of the added new constructs to UTAUT model by [24] and it is defined as the enjoyment or pleasure resulted from technology usage. Hedonic motivation has been found to influence technology acceptance and was used as a forecaster of users’ behavioral intention to technology usage [88]. Another study regarding hedonic motivation found that enjoyment of the technology was a consistent and strong predictor of user acceptance [89] and [90]. In this context, Hedonic Motivation is an extent to which citizens have pleasure with the use of SNIC health information application e.g. simple thumbprint verification, reduction of errors, immediate and accurate diagnosis of disease in emergency situations.

**G. Price Value**

The study of [24] revealed that price value has a significant influence on the users’ technology use. There will be higher number of users if the price of the technology is lower [91] for instance; many Malaysian citizens applied SNIC when the application processing fee was reduced from RM50 to RM10 for the late applicants [6]. Price Value is defined as users' cognitive substitution among the perceived advantages of the applications and the economic cost for using them [92]. The price value is optimistic while the advantages of technology usage such as health information application in SNIC are seemed to be more than the financial cost and such price value has a constructive influence on intention [24]. Thus, Price Value will have optimistic affect on behavioral intention to a technology usage.

**H. Moderating Variables**

Age, gender and experience [24] are identified as the moderating variables for this study and are theorized to moderate the proposed conceptual framework relationships. The effect of the moderating variables and hypothesis toward the acceptance of smart national identity card health information application will be discussed in detail.

**VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH**

In conclusion, this paper discusses the variables depicting citizens’ acceptability of health information application embedded in SNIC and there was no previous studies investigated these variables. It adapts UTAUT2 and privacy calculus model variables in order to study the adoption, Risk, privacy and trust issues of SNIC applications. Future research will be done by empirically testing and validating the framework while the relationship between the variables may further be studied. The framework may be applied by enforcing effective legislation, educating the public and providing sufficient card readers.
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